KINGFISHER CONCENTRATION BSBA STUDENTS

Kingfisher concentrations BSBA students
A unique feature of the Heider Business Core is the required Kingfisher Concentration, named after Creighton's Kingfisher Institute, whose vision is that "liberal arts and professional education complement and reinforce one another." The purpose is to encourage students to find an area of depth that supports growth in at least one Heider Mindset, allows personalization of liberal arts coursework, and complements a student's choice of major. Heider College of Business students must complete a Kingfisher Concentration comprised of at least nine credit hours (typically three courses) drawn from an academic minor or another approved area of concentration in the College of Arts & Sciences. When choosing a Kingfisher Concentration, students are encouraged to seek guidance from their academic advisor.

Kingfisher Concentrations for BSBA Students:
- African Studies
- Art History
- Asian Studies
- Behavioral and Cognitive Neuroscience
- Biology
- Black Studies
- Classical & Near Eastern Civilizations
- Communication Studies
- Criminal Justice
- Cultural Anthropology
- Dance
- Digital Humanities
- Economics
- Education and Schooling (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/education-schooling/)
- English
- Environmental Science
- Film Studies
- French and Francophone Studies
- German Studies
- Global Health Equity (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/global-health-equity/)
- Health Administration and Policy
- Health and Culture (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/health-culture/)
- History
- International Relations
- Issues and Questions in the American Experience (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/american-experience/)
- Justice and Peace Studies
- Leadership
- Mathematics
- Medical Anthropology
- Medical Humanities and English (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/medical-humanities-english/)
- Military Science
- Music (General) (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/music-general/)
- Philosophy (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/philosophy/)
- Physics
- Political Science
- Psychological Sciences (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/psychological-sciences/)
- Public Health
- Science and Medicine in Society (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/science-medicine-society/)
- Sociological Analysis (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/sociological-analysis/)
- Spanish and Hispanic Studies
- Studio Art
- Sustainability Studies (http://catalog.creighton.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/kingfisher-concentration/sustainability-studies/)
- Theatre
- Theology
- Women and Gender Studies